
Swim Mission 22 

Credit Card Guarantee Policy 
 
 

Requirements to Qualify for the Swim:  Every original registrant (original swim team 

member) has a $3,400 minimum fundraising requirement to participate in the swim, which they 
must guarantee to a credit card to cover any fundraising deficit.  The full 8-month fundraising 
campaign will be divided into four 2-month periods (quarters), each ending with a deadline for 
meeting a fundraising milestone to stay qualified for the swim (for full details see Fundraising 
Schedule). 

 
NOTE:  The minimum fundraising requirement for replacement swimmers will be the balance 
needed to reach $3,400 in fundraising after subtracting the funds raised by and/or the amount 
charged to the previous swimmer.     
 

Swimmers May Opt-out:  A swimmer may opt-out of the swim at any time prior to the 3rd 

fundraising milestone deadline on April 15th and be released from their credit card guarantee 
for the full minimum fundraising requirement ($3,400 for original registrants), thereby limiting 
further financial obligation as explained in the following procedures.   
 
NOTE:  The 3rd fundraising milestone deadline on April 15th is also the “Confirmation Date,” 
when swimmers will be asked to confirm their participation in the swim with the understanding 
they are committing their credit card guarantee to payment of any fundraising deficit at the 
end of the fundraising campaign on June 15th.  Not responding to our email request for 
confirmation will be interpreted as a confirmation.  A daily proration of the minimum 
fundraising requirement as explained below will not apply to swimmers opting out in the 
campaign’s 4th quarter.     

 
A swimmer may opt-out of the swim by notifying us in writing (Contact Us) or by replying to an 
email notification we send 2 weeks prior to all fundraising milestone deadlines.  A swimmer will 
automatically opt-out if a milestone deadline passes with a fundraising deficit.  
 
When a swimmer opts-out, we will immediately cancel their credit card guarantee if the 
swimmer has met their minimum fundraising requirement to *date, based on a **daily 
proration of their full requirement.   
 
If a swimmer opts-out with a fundraising deficit, we will invoice the swimmer for the difference 
between the amount of funds they have raised to *date and the **prorated minimum 
fundraising requirement for that *date.  Payment of the invoice will release the swimmer from 
their credit card guarantee of the full minimum fundraising requirement. 

 
 



*  The “date” used to figure whether a swimmer has met their prorated minimum fundraising requirement, as 

explained in the preceding two paragraphs, is 14 days after the date we receive written notification from a 
swimmer that they are opting out of the swim or after an automatic opt-out occurs.  The daily prorated amount 
will apply to the actual number of days one of the limited 48 spots was held for a swimmer plus 2 weeks to secure 
a replacement swimmer for the team. 

 
**  Daily proration is figured by dividing a swimmer’s full minimum fundraising requirement by the total number 

of days a swimmer was given in their fundraising campaign.  For a full 8-month fundraising campaign (October 15 – 
June 15), the daily proration is rounded to $14.  If a swimmer registers after October 15th, their daily proration is 
figured on the number of days from their registration date until June 15th.       
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